We study the longitudinal stability of beam-plasma systems in the presence of a density inhomogeneity in the background plasma. Previous works have focused on the non-relativistic regime where hydrodynamical models are used to evolve pre-existing Langmuir waves within inhomogeneous background plasmas. Here, for the first time we study the problem with kinetic equations in a fully-relativistic way. We do not assume the existence of Langmuir waves, and we focus on the rate and the mechanism by which waves are excited in such systems from an initial perturbation. We derive the structure of the unstable modes and compute an analytical approximation for their growth rates. Our computation is limited to dilute and cold beams, and shows an excellent agreement with particle-in-cell simulations performed using the SHARP code. We show that, due to such an inhomogeneity, the virulent beam-plasma instabilities in the intergalactic medium are not suppressed but their counterparts in the solar wind can be suppressed as evidenced by propagating type-III solar radio bursts. † Email address for correspondence: mshalaby@live.ca
Introduction
Dilute plasma beams propagating though ionized background media are ubiquitous in astrophysical plasmas, which themselves span many scales and parameters, e.g., beamto-background density ratio and beam velocity. Thus, understanding the stability of beam-plasma systems is essential to modeling their evolution and understanding many astrophysical phenomena. Examples include AGN driven beam-plasma instabilities in the intergalactic medium , gamma-ray bursts (Ramirez-Ruiz et al. 2007; Ardaneh et al. 2015) , accretion disks around black-holes (Riquelme et al. 2016) , the solar wind (Ginzburg & Zhelezniakov 1958) , pulsar wind (Weiler & Panagia 1978) , and relativistic jets from AGNs Ardaneh et al. 2016) . To study the stability of such systems, most analytical work has focused on the problem with a uniform background plasma number density. These include studies using both hydrodynamical and more comprehensive kinetic descriptions of beam-plasma systems, see, e.g., Bret et al. (2010a) .
However, it is clear that in some astronomical contexts background inhomogeneity is a critical element. For example, inhomogeneity is necessary to explain the apparent suppression of the non-relativistic plasma beams that are driven during type-III radio bursts (Lin et al. 1981) . Estimates based on growth rates in the case of uniform background plasmas imply fully thermalized beam-particles at 1 AU. In stark contrast, observations show that the beams persist and do not show the expected plateau in their momentum distribution (Lin et al. 1981) . To explain this, hydrodynamical models of long-wave length (λ ≫ λ D ) and slowly varying Langmuir waves envelope, i.e., based on the high frequency limit of Zakharov equations (Zakharov 1972) , are developed. These models assume the pre-existence of Langmuir waves, i.e., assume that these are the unstable modes of the system due to the beam-propagation; and investigate the evolution of such wave packets in an inhomogeneous medium (Ergun et al. 2008; Krafft et al. 2013 ). These models provide a possible explanation of the observed wave clumping and apparent suppression of the beam instability in Type-III radio bursts.
On the other hand, one-dimensional models based on kinetic equations have been developed (Breǐzman & Ruytov 1969; Breǐzman et al. 1972; Breǐzman & Ryutov 1971; Nishikawa & D. Ryutov 1976) . These models assume the validity of the uniform beamplasma picture and study how a non-uniform background number density changes the evolution and resonances of the driven Langmuir waves, using the geometric-optic approximation. While these models succeed in explaining observations of type-III radio bursts, i.e., non-relativistic beam-plasma instabilities, they were used by Miniati & Elyiv (2013) to imply an erroneous suppression of the instabilities in the relativistic regime as shown by Shalaby et al. (2018) . Their PIC simulations show a clear growth of the instabilities, very similar to the uniform case.
Here we revisit both analytically and numerically the growth of longitudinal beam plasma modes using the Vlasov-Poisson system. We assume a quadratic inhomogeneous structure in the background number density and derive the fully-relativistic kinetic dispersion relation for this case. We focus on the growth rate of the instability for dilute and cold beams from an initial perturbation, and derive the structure of the unstable modes for such system, i.e., we do not assume pre-existing Langmuir waves. Various predictions, e.g., the rates of wave growth and the shape of the unstable modes, are shown to have an excellent agreement with PIC simulations. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the dispersion relation obtained from the linearization of the Vlasov-Poisson equations in the presence of a quadratic background density inhomogeneity. Section 3 drives the normal modes of such inhomogeneous systems in the absence of beam-particles. In Section 4, we study the effect of weak beams, i.e., the instabilities in presence of dilute and/or relativistic coldbeams, on these normal modes by using analogies with first-order perturbation theory. In Section 5, we present a list of predictions from our computation and compare those to particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations using the SHARP code . We discuss the implications of this theory in inhomogeneous intergalactic and solar wind media in Section 6, and summarize and conclude in Section 7.
Formalism
It is often the case that dynamical time for large-scale structures substantially exceeds the relevant plasma timescales for beam-plasma instabilities. This large separation in temporal scales admits a natural simplification of the problem: here, we focus on a beam-plasma system where electron-positron beams are propagating through a denser background of electrons and a fixed neutralizing protons. Two illustrative astrophysical applications, the intergalactic medium and solar wind, are presented in Section 6, where our assumption of a fixed-background approximation is demonstrated to be an excellent approximation. Nevertheless, we expect this to have broad applicability to beam-plasma situations more generally.
We denote the phase space distribution functions of beam electrons/positrons by f ± and for background electrons by g. For such a case, the linearized (first-order) Vlasov-Maxwell equations describe the evolution of longitudinal modes, i.e., parallel to the beam direction; for detailed derivation, see, e.g., Section 4.2 of Shalaby (2017) . The resulting equations can be re-written as an eigenvalue problem as follows:
(2.1)
Here, e and m e are the elementary charge and mass of electrons respectively, v is the velocity in phase space, u = γv is the spatial component of the four velocity with Lorentz factor, γ = 1/ 1 − v 2 /c 2 , c is the speed of light, f ± 0 are the equilibrium phase space distribution function of pair-beam plasma particles, g 0 is the equilibrium phase space distribution function of background electron plasma, and E 1 is the first order perturbation in the electric field. The convolution in Equation (2.1) complicates finding solutions of this Equation. However this can be greatly simplified when the inhomogeneity has a quadratic structure. Therefore, in the following we consider an inhomogeneity such that the number density of the background electrons is n g (x) = n 0 (1 + ǫx 2 ).
(2.2)
Assuming that g 0 (x, u) = n g (x)g 0 (u), as, e.g., in an isothermal plasma, we can write
where ǫ has dimensions of inverse length squared, and we take ǫ 0, i.e., the inhomogeneity in the number density forms a quadratic bowl with a minimum at x = 0. In such a case, Equation (2.1) can be written as
where ω 2 0 = e 2 n 0 /(m e ǫ 0 ) is the plasma frequency of the background electrons at x = 0.
Solution without beam
In this case, f ± 0 = 0, and Equation (2.4) becomes
Because the equation is written in the frame of the background electrons, in which they only have thermal motions, the integral in Equation (3.1) can be solved in the non-relativistic limit (Boyd & Sanderson 2003; Chang et al. 2016) ,
where σ is the thermal width of the background electrons' momentum distribution, g 0 (u), which we assume here to be non-relativistic, i.e., σ ≪ c. In deriving Equation (3.2), we consider only long wavelengths compared to the local Debye length σ/ω g (x), where, the local plasma frequency is ω g (x) = e 2 n g (x)/ǫ 0 m e . However, since the longest Debye length is at the minimum of the density, we define it to be λ D = σ/ω 0 , and always consider wavelength much longer than the longest local Debye length λ D = σ/ω 0 , i.e., k 2 σ 2 /ω 2 0 ≪ 1. Therefore,
If we assume that ǫ/k 2 m 1, where k m is wave number of the most important wave-mode in the system, i.e., k m c/ω 0 ∼ 1 is the expected fastest unstable mode in the presence of weak pair-beams, it ensures that ǫ∂ 2 k E 1 E 1 . That is, if the inhomogeneity scale is larger than the plasma skin-depth (c/ω 0 ), we may ignore k 2 σ 2 /ω 2 0 in the second term, and write
Equation (3.4) has the same structure as the equation for a quantum harmonic oscillator (see, e.g., Shankar 2012; Griffiths 2016 ). If we demand that the solution is finite as |k| → ∞, we discard the solution of the form E 1 (k, ω) ∝ e +k 2 /2a 2 . Thus, the solution is given by
5)
where, A n is a normalization constant, a 4 = ǫω 2 0 /(3σ 2 ) = ǫk 2 D /(3(2π) 2 ) = ǫ/3λ 2 D , k D is the wave number associated with the Debye length, λ D ≡ σ/ω 0 , (a has the dimension of an inverse length), and
The basis used in Equation (3.5) are written in terms of wavemodes k. However, since the Fourier transform
the structure of the normal modes, in real space and Fourier space, are similar, see Fig. 1 . Therefore, the solution for each n is given, in real space, by
Note, demanding that the solution remains finite for |k| → ∞, not only excludes the exponentially divergent part of the solution, but also quantizes the remaining part. That is, for only non-negative integer values of n the solution in Equation (3.5) is non-divergent. Thus, the condition in Equation (3.6) represents our dispersion relation. Similar structure of eigenstates was previously found for a quadratic inhomogeneity by Ergun et al. (2008) .
Computing the limit of uniform background plasma from the above formulation is more complicated than just taking the limit ǫ → 0; Equation (3.3) tells us that in such limit, the dispersion relation is ω 2 /ω 2 0 − 1 = 3k 2 λ 2 D . Since, the dispersion relation in Equation (3.6), can be re-written as ω 2 ω 2 0 − 1 = ǫ a 2 (2n + 1) = 3ǫλ 2 D (2n + 1), (3.9) the limit of uniform background plasma can be obtained via
By taking the limit in such a way, the solution in Equation (3.8) is reduced to
where we used xa √ 2n + 1 → xa 2 3k 2 λ 2 D /ǫ = kx. This is indeed the expected solution in the uniform background case, i.e., the normal modes are Fourier modes rather than Hermite modes. Here, we have used the large-n limit expansion of the Hermite polynomials, and we give an explicit expression in such a limit in Equation (4.9).
Adding a weak beam
We now supplement the inhomogeneous background with a weak plasma beam. Here, we assume a cold and uniform pair beam, i.e.,
where n b is the uniform number density of the equally dense pair beam, and which is defined in the background plasma frame of reference. Thus, Equation (2.4) can be written as
Here, γ b and v b are the Lorentz factor and the velocity of the pair beam, respectively. We define η = 2α/γ 3 b where α = n b /n 0 is the beam-background density ratio at x = 0. Thus, using Equation (3.2)
This can be rearranged into
(4.4)
Again, since σ 2 k 2 /ω 2 0 ≪ 1 and ǫλ 2 D ≪ 1 the thermal correction term in the first parenthesis can be ignored, and we can recast this equation into an equation for a perturbed quantum harmonic oscillator:
(4.5)
The small perturbation to the potential by the beam term, i.e., η = 2α/γ 3 b ≪ 1, means the beam is relativistic and/or dilute. To compute the change in the dispersion relation, we can use the first order perturbation theory. That is, the eigenvalue condition in Figure 1 . Comparison of the value of H 2 n (y) e −y 2 and its approximate form used in Equation (4.10) for n = 30 (left) and n = 50 (right). As n increases the number of oscillations near y = 0 also increases.
where,
where y = k/a. It is important to note that, in order to find the modified dispersion relation, we use the first order perturbation theory and explicitly integrate over the Fourier modes labeled by k. Thus the dispersion relation becomes independent of k. Instead, it depends on n, the label for the eigenmodes (the normal modes) of the system in which the electric field perturbation evolves according to Equation (4.5).
Therefore, the full dispersion in presence of a weak beam (η ≪ 1) is given by
where, b = ω/av b and we used dyH 2 n (y) e −y 2 = √ π2 n n!. In the following we are interested only in the growth rates, i.e., solution of Equation (4.8) with Im[ω] > 0. Therefore, extending the Landau contours of the integral of Equation (4.8) to the full complex ω-plane is not needed (Ferch & Sudan 1975) .
Large-n regime
Here, we approximate the integral in the large-n limit, and also check the regime of the validity of such an approximation in Appendix B. We use (Abramowitz & Stegun 1964) 
where, B n = 2 (2n/e) n is a normalization constant and Θ(x) is the Heaviside step function. To find a closed form of the dispersion relation in the large-n limit, we need to evaluate the integral in Equation (4.8), we average over the oscillatory part of this Figure 2 . Numerical solutions of the dispersion relation in the large-n limit. Left: we show the fastest growth rate obtained by solving Equation (4.12) and numerically normalize it to the fastest growth rate, Γm, given by Equation (4.16). This is shown for σ 2 /v 2 b = 10 −2 , and various values of η (η = 10 −8 , 10 −10 , and 10 −12 ). Right: we show all solutions of Im[ω] for the case of σ 2 /v 2 b = 10 −2 and η = 10 −8 . The right panel shows that the kink features in the fastest growth rate curves of the left panel are a result of switching between different unstable branches. Here r = (2n + 1)/b0 = (2n + 1)v b a/ω0, and a 4 = ǫω 2 0 /3σ 2 .
approximation first, then evaluate the integrals, i.e.,
(4.10)
Therefore, the dispersion relation is given by
(4.11)
where we used a 2 = ǫω 2 0 /3σ 2 a 2 or, equivalently ǫ/a 2 = 3(σ 2 /v 2 b )/b 2 0 .
Fastest growing modes
When η = 0, i.e., no beam case, the solution of the dispersion relation isω 2 =ω 2 0 = 1 + 3σ 2 r/v 2 b . Since the beam term is such that η ≪ 1, the solution of the full dispersion relation should be such thatω =ω 0 + δω, where |δω| ≪ω 0 . Therefore, to lowest order in δω, the dispersion relation can be recast as
(4.13)
It is easy to show that ℑ{δω} is maximized whenω 2 0 − r = 0. That is, the fastest growing mode occurs at r = r m , and is such that
(4.14)
The left panel of Figure 2 shows an excellent agreement between r m and the value of r where the growth rate is maximum when the full dispersion relation is solved numerically. is not necessarily the fastest growth rate. Γ uniform is the linear growth rate when the background plasma is uniform (given by Equation 4.20). These solutions are shown for a beam with 3σ 2 /v 2 b = 10 −3 and η = 10 −5 (parameters relevant for the inhomogeneities in the type-III radio burst environments). The light-blue shaded region indicates the range of inhomogeneities in these environments, see Section 6.2.
Therefore, the fastest growth rate is such that (4.15) and the maximum growth rate is
The computed maximum growth rate in Equation (4.16) is in an excellent agreement with the fastest growth rate that is found by numerically solving the full dispersion relation near r = r m (see left panel of Figure 2 ). To compute the eigenmode where the fastest growth occurs n m , we use
where, λ D = σ/ω 0 . The fastest growth occurs at
(4.18) Therefore, the condition to find n m in the large-n limit, i.e, growth in presence of such an inhomogeneity is (using
where L inh ≡ 1/ √ ǫ is the typical length scale over which the density changes substantially. It is worth noting that because in the large-n limit, r m ∼ O(1), the large-n limit is n Dispersion relation
equivalent to the large-b 2 0 limit. The fastest growth rate of the longitudinal modes, when the background density is uniform, is given by (Bret et al. 2010b; Broderick et al. 2012 )
where, ω g = n g e 2 /m e ǫ 0 , is the plasma frequency of the background electrons in the uniform case that we want to compare to. Therefore, using Equation (4.16), the growth rate in the presence of an inhomogeneity is reduced by a small factor that is given by
(4.21)
Instability spectral width
From the numerical solution of Equation (4.12) (see Figure 2 ), we find that the fullwidth half max, i.e., the width in r where all the growth is within factor of 0.5 of the fastest growth rate can be well approximated by
That is, the weaker the beam gets (smaller η), the slower the fastest growth rate, and the smaller the spectral support around the fastest growing mode, n m .
Low-n regime
A systematic method to analytically compute the dispersion relations is given in Appendix A. Explicit equations for the dispersion relation at n = 0, 1, 2, 3 are given in Table 1 , in terms of
(4.23)
For parameters relevant for the inhomogeneity in the type-III radio burst environments (3σ 2 /v 2 b = 10 −3 and η = 10 −5 ), we show the roots near ω = ω 0 of some of these dispersion relations up to n = 19 in Figure 3 . The light-blue shaded region in Figure 3 indicates the range of values of inhomogeneities, characterized by b 0 , in the context of Type-III radio bursts (Reid & Ratcliffe 2014) .
The analytical form of the dispersion relation found here are polynomials typically of order > 4, i.e., for n > 1, these polynomials multiply I 0 which contain Erfi(b). Thus, finding all roots of this dispersion relation is tedious. To find the fastest growing modes, one would need to solve for all roots of the dispersion relation, and find the solution with the largest growth rate. This is a complicated process and we leave this for future work †.
Size of unstable region
An important prediction of the computation of this section is that unstable modes are restricted to finite ranges in (position) space. That is, if the most unstable state is the eigenmode with n m , the number of peaks, for modes of the form given by Equation (3.8), is n m + 1. The mode and its instability are then restricted to the region between the two outermost peaks (see Fig. 1 which illustrates the shape of this function).
The width of the unstable region, i.e., the distance between the furthest peaks is 2x c such that (using Equation 3.8)
Therefore,
To facilitate following the application of our computations, in Table 2 , we list the most important variables used throughout this work. The Table also gives various definitions and indications to the significance for some of these variables.
Comparisons with numerical simulations
Here, we compare our analytical computations of Section 4 with PIC simulations of the beam-plasma instability using the SHARP code Shalaby et al. (2017b) .
Analytical predictions and limitations
Before presenting our simulations, it is worth noting that all our calculations in this paper assumed that the pair beams are cold. However, in order to avoid the known numerical heating (see e.g., Birdsall & Maron 1980) , the pair beams are initialized in the simulations with a non-relativistic thermal temperature of k B T b = 10 −4 m e c 2 in the beam rest frame. Thus, we only expect an agreement with our analytical computation for beams moving with relativistic speeds. For beams that are moving at non-relativistic speeds, additional thermal effects are expected to alter the growth of the unstable modes.
The motivation for our simulations is to compare the results against various predictions of our calculation in Section 4. We list these predictions below:
1. Fastest growth rate: it is practically difficult to find such a rate in the low-n limit, thus we use the growth rates computed in the large-n limit for reference, i.e., Equation (4.16). 
nm label of the eigenmode with the fastest growth xc boundary of the region with expected growth 2. A given fastest growth state n m has n m + 1 peaks whose wavelength increases near cut off in real-space, ±x c .
3. For a given fastest growth state n m , the size of growth region, 2x c , is determined by Equation (4.25). This is another prediction from our computation and is independent of whether n m is computed by solving the dispersion relation or found by counting the number of peaks in the simulation.
4. For non-relativistic beams, the thermal effects from the beam-particles are important in the linear regime, and thus, the evolution is expected to be different (e.g., suppressed) in comparison to our computation that assumes cold beams.
Particle-in-cell simulations
Here, we present one-dimensional (1D1V) PIC simulations with a quadratic density inhomogeneity for high and low values of b 0 ≡ (σ 2 /v 2 b ) 3/ǫλ 2 D ∼ 31.675, 3.38, and 1.49. For all simulations, the background plasma is composed of stationary thermal electron plasma, and a fixed neutralizing background, i.e., simulations are performed in the background plasma frame of reference. The beam-to-background density ratio α = 0.002. Such a low value of α facilitates a direct comparison between the results of these simulations to our analytical results in Section 4. For all cases, the initial normalized background number density (for both electrons and the fixed-neutralizing background), on a computational domain of length L, is given by
where n g is the average number density of the simulated plasmas. Periodic boundary condition on particles and fields are used, and the pair beams are initially spatially uniform and have a non-relativistic (rest-frame) temperature of k B T b = 10 −4 m e c 2 . The level of inhomogeneity in these simulation, which sets the size of the simulation domain, L, depends on the velocity of the beam, v b and the background electron thermal velocity, σ. The inhomogeneity parameter ǫ in unit of the plasma skin-depth is given by
( 5.2) In all simulations, we resolve the plasma skin depth by 10 cells, i.e., ∆x = 0.1 c/ω p , where ω p is the plasma frequency of all simulated species. The time step is fixed and is such that c∆t/∆x = 0.4. We use a fifth-order interpolation scheme for both, the deposition and back-interpolation steps, which greatly improves the energy conservation of the simulations, see ) for a more detailed discussion on this issue.
A proper way do study the convergence behavior of PIC simulations, of such cases, is derived in Shalaby et al. (2017a,b) . Such convergence studies, however, go beyond the scope of this paper. We here use our simulations only to demonstrate the agreement between them and the calculated linear instability in presence of a quadratic inhomogeneity in the background electron plasma.
High b 0 , with relativistic beam: Hb0-rel
For this simulation, we initialize electron-positron beam with relativistic speed v b /c = 0.99995, i.e., γ b ∼ 100, the initial background temperature is such that σ 2 /v 2 b = 10 −2 . The pair beams are initialized with a fixed number of 20 particles per cell for each species, while the average number of background electrons per cell is 10 4 . The level of inhomogeneity is ǫc 2 /ω 2 p ∼ 2.98×10 −8 , i.e., a very weak inhomogeneity. This corresponds to b 0 ∼ 31.675. That is, the growth rate of this simulation is expected to be directly comparable to results found in the large-n limit (see Section 4.1).
Therefore, using Equations (4.17), (4.21), and (4.25)
Because of this, we choose the box size to be L = 7500 c/ω p ≫ 2x c . The ratio of the best-fitting growth rate of the potential energy (i.e., Γ m t ∈ [3.6, 5]) in our numerical simulation in comparison to the theoretically expected growth rate is 1.22. This good agreement between the theoretically expected and numerically simulated growth rates is shown in the top panel of Figure 4 (red curves).
Low b 0 , with relativistic beam: Lb0-rel
In this simulation, we initialize an electron-positron beam that is moving with relativistic speed v b /c = 0.99995, i.e., γ b ∼ 100, and the initial background temperature is such that σ 2 /v 2 b = 10 −3 . The pair beams are initialized with a fixed number of 40 particles per cell for each species, while the average number of background electrons per cell is 2 × 10 4 . That is, the level of inhomogeneity is ǫc 2 /ω 2 p ∼ 1.16 × 10 −5 , i.e., a strong inhomogeneity. This corresponds to b 0 = 3.38.
Solutions such as the ones shown in Figure 3 show that the most unstable eigenmode is n m = 9, thus the expected number of peaks during the linear evolution in the charge density is 10. the region where such growth is given by Equation (4.25); x c = 20.69c/ω p .
Excellent agreement between the predicted number of peaks and the size of the growth region is show in the bottom panel of Figure 4 . Moreover, the ratio of the best-fitting growth rate of the potential energy (i.e., Γ m t ∈ [3.6, 5]) in our numerical simulation in comparison to the theoretically expected growth rate is 1.2. That is, we see a good agreement between the theoretically expected (large-n limit) and numerically simulated growth rates of the simulation. This is shown in the top-left panel of Figure 4 (blue curves).
Low b 0 , with non-relativistic beam: Lb0-nonrel
In this simulation, we initialize an electron-positron beam that is moving at nonrelativistic speed v b /c = 0.1, and the initial background temperature is such that σ 2 /v 2 b = 0.099. The pair beams are initialized with a fixed number of particles per cell of 10 3 per species, while the average number of background electrons per cell is 5 × 10 5 . That is, the level of inhomogeneity is ǫc 2 /ω 2 p ∼ 0.084, i.e., a very strong inhomogeneity. This corresponds to b 0 = 1.49.
Naive application of our results above suggest a nontrivial growth rate, which is not seen in the numerical calculation. We attribute this to the violation of the cold beam approximation in our analytic calculation and suggest that thermal effects of the beamparticle momentum distribution almost completely suppress the growth in such a case (magenta curves in Figure 4 ).
Applications
Here, we apply the results of Section 4, to astrophysical plasmas within various astrophysical contexts that span many scales while adhering to its limitations found in Section 5. This is done with the goal of determining whether the inhomogeneity, with the structure studied here, can suppress the growth of the unstable wave-modes.
Beam-plasma instabilities in the intergalactic medium (IGM)
TeV-photons emitted by blazars create via pair production very energetic pair beams that propagate through the ionized intergalactic medium (IGM) Chang et al. 2012; Pfrommer et al. 2012; Puchwein et al. 2012; Broderick et al. 2014) . Fermi-LAT observations at GeV energies show that the expected GeV photons that result from the inverse Compton cascade of these pair beams on cosmic microwave photons, are missing Tiede et al. 2017a,b; Ackermann et al. 2018; Broderick et al. 2018) . A plausible explanation of such a mystery is that virulent kinetic plasma instabilities in the IGM, induced by the pair beams, reduce the pair-beam energy on time scales much shorter than that of the inverse Compton cascade. The validity of such a scenario strongly depends on the non-linear saturation of these instabilities (Miniati & Elyiv 2013; Sironi & Giannios 2014; Chang et al. 2014; Kempf et al. 2016; Chang et al. 2016; Shalaby et al. 2017a; Vafin et al. 2018 Vafin et al. , 2019 .
It was suggested by Miniati & Elyiv (2013) that the inhomogeneity in the IGM number density can potentially suppress the growth of such instabilities. However, it was demonstrated with PIC simulations that the condition for suppressing the instabilities computed in Miniati & Elyiv (2013) is invalid, and cannot suppress even the slowest type of instabilities in such systems, i.e., the longitudinal instability .
Our assumption of a fixed background is exceedingly well justified in voids within the IGM. The dynamical time over which gravitational instabilities will modify inhomogeneities in low-density regions is greater than 10 11 years. In comparison, estimates for the typical growth times for blazar-driven beam-plasma instabilities range from 10 3 -10 5 years . As we will see below, these esimates are not substantially changed, and thus over many growth times a fixed background is an excellent approximation.
Below, we use our computed growth rates to demonstrate that the level of inhomogeneity in the IGM (for inhomogeneities of the structure studied in this work) is indeed not sufficient to suppress the longitudinal instability driven by the pair beams in the IGM. The relevant parameters for such a situation are v b ∼ c, and the background temperature of electrons of the IGM is such that σ/c ∼ σ/v b = 7.5 × 10 −3 . The inhomogeneity scale length is L inh ≈ 10 2 − 10 3 kpc at mean density (Miniati & Elyiv 2013 
placing the blazar-driven beam plasma instabilities well within the large-n regime. For the longitudinal modes we studied here, η = α/γ 2 b , however for the blazar-driven beamplasma instabilities, the oblique modes are the fastest unstable linear modes for which η = α/γ b Bret et al. (2010a) . The typical parameters for these instabilities are α = 10 −16 and γ b = 10 6 , thus, the expected reduction to the growth rate is roughly 10 −16−6 15 ∼ 1/40. As a result, the inhomogeneity is unlikely to suppress the linear growth of the blazardriven beam-plasma instability in the IGM in the cold-beam limit.
Application to the "cosine" simulation of Shalaby et al. (2018) Here, we show how our analytical results compare to a PIC simulation with an inhomogeneity that is comparable to the one considered in this work: in Shalaby et al. (2018) , PIC simulations using the SHARP code ) have shown that the growth of the instability persists (albeit at slightly lower rates) in the presence of a very strong inhomogeneity.
The "cosine" simulation of Shalaby et al. (2018) has a background inhomogeneity that varies as a cosine with minimum at the center of the simulation box (see Figure 1 of Shalaby et al. 2018) . Near the minimum of the cosine, n(x)/n g ≈ 0.9 + π 2 (x/L) 2 /5, that is n 0 = 0.9n g , and ǫ = π 2 /(5n 0 L 2 ). We can test the computation presented above against the results of this simulation. The "cosine" simulation had the following numerical parameters:
Therefore, the predicted and simulated reduction (see Table 1 of Shalaby et al. 2018) in the linear growth rate due to the inhomogeneity is given by
That is, our computed reduction in the growth rate is in very good agreement with the growth rate of the "cosine" simulation of Shalaby et al. (2018) . Moreover, another prediction of the computation presented in this work is an importance characteristic of the growing modes (Hermite basis with n ∼ n m ). That is, the characteristic wavelength of the fastest growing mode, just before the region where it is no longer supported (near y 2 = 2n+1), is larger in comparison to the wavelength near y = 0. This is consistent with the structure shown close to the end of the linear growth phase of the "cosine" simulation shown in Figure 3 (third panel) of Shalaby et al. (2018) .
Type-III solar radio bursts
Type-III solar radio bursts are the most prolific type of solar radio burst (Reid & Ratcliffe 2014) . It is generally accepted that during these bursts, solar electrons are accelerate following a reconfiguration of coronal magnetic field lines, which converts magnetic field energy into kinetic energy. A theory to describe type-III burst was first developed by Ginzburg & Zhelezniakov (1958) . They assume that a longitudinal beam-plasma instability, which is driven by the electron beams, generates Langmuir waves at the local plasma frequency, and the electromagnetic emission is a result of various scatterings and wave decay processes of these Langmuir waves. The scattering of Langmuir waves results in emission at the fundamental plasma frequency, while wave decay results in emission at the second harmonic, i.e., twice the local plasma frequency (Melrose 2009 ). In situ measurements at 1 AU, show a clear sign of plasma wave energy above background thermal noise, and the observed particle-momentum distributions of the electrons do not show the plateau distribution predicted from quasi-linear theory for instabilities operating in homogeneous or weakly inhomogeneous background plasmas (Vedenov 1967; Lin et al. 1981) .
For type-III radio bursts, the electron beams and plasmas observed at 1 AU, have the following characteristics (see, e.g., Ref. Ergun et al. (1998) ; Krafft et al. (2013) ).
This implies a wide range of values for b 0
For a typical electron density of n 0 ∼ 10 cm −3 within the solar wind and beam density ratios α ∼ 10 −5 , the implied instability growth rate is of order 10 −4 -10 −3 seconds (Krafft et al. 2013) . In comparison, the typical timescale over which the inhomogeneous structures evolve in the solar wind is ∼ AU/(500 km/sec) ∼ 3 days. Thus, again, our ansatz of a fixed background is exceedingly well justified. The light-blue shaded region in Figure 3 , shows this range. While, for a quadratic inhomogeneity, our calculation here shows that the inhomogeneity slows the growth of the beam-plasma longitudinal mode, leading to a suppression of the growth rate by a factor of ∼ 7 for b 0 = 3.38 (Section 5.2.2). However, our PIC simulation of Section 5.2.3 shows that there is almost a complete suppression of the instability, and the beam looses only 0.1% of its initial energy, as show in Figure 4 , when b 0 ∼ 1.5. As discussed above, this is most likely due to thermal effects in the beam plasma.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we study the linear evolution of beam-plasma systems, in a fullyrelativistic setting, starting form the linearization of the kinetic equations in one dimension, i.e., linearization of the Vlasov-Poisson equation. Unlike previous studies, we do not follow the evolution of pre-existing Langmuir waves, instead we focus on how the waves are excited due to the propagation of the beam, and calculate their growth rates.
We derive a novel analytical formula for the growth rate of the longitudinal instability; see Equation (4.16). This is formally valid only in the large-n limit (week inhomogeneity limit). However, as shown in Section 5, this formula also provides a good agreement with the growth rate in a simulation with strong inhomogeneity, i.e., where the most unstable eigenstate is n m = 9 (Section 5.2.2). Another important implication of our computation is that, in the cold-beam limit, the reduction in the growth rate is independent of the level of inhomogeneity and only depends on the beam strength η = α/γ 3 b . As we discuss in Section 3, the limit of uniform background plasma, can not be obtained by simply taking ǫ → 0. That is, the correct normal modes are Fourier modes instead of the Hermite modes, in which case, trivially, there is no reduction in the growth rate.
The strength of the inhomogeneity, i.e., the value of b 2 0 = (σ 2 /v 2 b ) 3/ǫλ 2 D , determines the most unstable eigenstate, i.e., the structure of the unstable modes and the size of the linearly unstable region. Including the effect of finite beam temperatures is important for studying the stability of systems with beam particles moving at non-relativistic speeds, e.g., propagating beams of type-III radio bursts. This leads to suppression of expected growth, i.e., in the cold-beam limit, as seen in Section 5. This can be done analytically using the same procedure followed here. However, computing the resulting dispersion relation in this case is much more complicated and we leave this to future work.
Appendix A. Computing the dispersion relation for low n
As assumed throughout the paper, we defineω = ω/ω 0 , b = ω/av b =ωb 0 ,
(A 1)
In order to find the explicit form of the dispersion relation, i.e., Equation (4.8), we need to compute integrals of the form
We are only interested in growth rates, i.e., solutions of Equation (4.8) with Im[b] > 0. Therefore, extending the Landau contours of the integral of Equation (4.8) to the full complex ω-plane is not needed (Ferch & Sudan 1975) . For l = 0, the integral is given by
where the complex error function, Erfi(b) ≡ −i Erf(ib), is defined in terms of the error function Erf. The integral, I 0 , is related to the commonly used plasma dispersion function
To compute I l (l = 1, 2, . . . ), we define
where, −1 < h < 1. Therefore,
where f l (b) are polynomials of b whose explicit forms can be trivially derived using Equation (A 6). The explicit forms of f l (b), for l = 1, 2 . . . 9, are given in Table 3 . With the help of the above integrals, and the explicit form for the Hermite polynomials H n (y) 2 , an explicit computation for the dispersion relation for all n is possible. However, it becomes progressively complicated at large-n to find its roots. Below we present the computation of the dispersion relations for n = 0, 1, 2, 3.
A.1. n = 0
Here, the integral we need to compute is dy e −y 2 (y−b) 2 dy H 2 0 (y) e −y 2 = To quantitatively evaluate the accuracy of our approximation in Equation (4.9), we can first compute how fast it can recover the normalization as n increases, N = H 2 n (y)dye −y 2 = 2 n n! √ π.
(B 1)
To compute the approximate value of this normalization N , as done in Section 4.1, we average over the oscillatory part of this approximation first, namelỹ N = 2 (2n/e) (B 2) Therefore, the error in the normalization due to our approximation is given by N r ≡Ñ − N N = e −n n n π(2n + 1) n! − 1.
(B 3)
On the left-hand side of Figure 5 , we plot the error N r as a function of the Hermite index n. It shows that our approximation produces a relative error of less that 1% for n > 20. However, when we compute the dispersion relation, the largest error in the integral comes from the difference between the analytical and approximate forms near the poles, i.e., near the solutions. Therefore, we compare the values of the integral and its approximation near the expected solution. The integral in Equation , with η = 10 −5 . The relative error in the approximate integral is a complex function. Thus, we compare the error in the real part (red), the imaginary part (blue) and the absolute value (green). This is approximated by
where we assumed that Im(b) = 0. Before comparing the values of the two functions, I 1 and I 2 , for different values of n, we first need to compute the characteristic value of their complex and dimensionless argument, b, that enables a meaningful comparison. Using
We show in the right panel of Figure 5 the dependence of the relative error, i.e., (I 2 − I 1 )/I 1 , on the value of n m for η = 10 −5 . The right panel of Figure 5 shows that the error in the approximation of the integral decreases as the value of n m increases. The error in the imaginary part of the integral (which dictates the value of the growth rates) is the smallest error and decreases exponentially fast. This establishes the validity of our approximation of the integral to compute the fastest growth rate in the large-n limit.
